
Assignment: Edit your vector object demonstrating the use of the following tools 
and compositional principles. Save your homework on a new layer and bring the updated file 
to class next week.  
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1. Break your vector image up separating several of the large interesting pieces. 

2. Scale 3 small pieces to a larger size and rotate each.

3. Scale a small piece to a larger size. Scale a large piece to a smaller size. Place one over the other to create 
difference. (To bring an object infront of another, select it and go to: Object, Arrange, Bring to Front)

4. Layer three pieces and scale them so they appear to go back in space; creating depth. 

5. Layer three pieces one on top of the other. Turn the top piece black and lower its opacity to create depth.

6. Layer 2 pieces. Turn the top layer white to create a negative shape.

7. Copy and paste several small pieces. Arrange them together to create detail.  

8. Copy and paste the arrangement of small pieces. Give them all no fill and a dark grey 1 pt. stroke to create 
even more detail.

9. Layer 3 pieces. Give one a medium grey fill and no stroke. Give another no fill and a black 1pt stroke. Give 
the other no fill and a white 3pt. stroke to create difference. 

10. Use the pencil tool to draw several marks with a black 1pt stroke. Copy and paste these several times 
and arrange them horizontally or vertically to suggest a horizontal plane. Arrange one of your vector pieces so 
that it appears to sit on the plane of marks.

Select one of your live traced and expanded 
images done in class.  Copy (     C) and paste 
(     V) your traced and expanded image 10 times 
on a new layer titled “homework”. Ungroup each. 

The back of this handout corresponds with the 
steps on the front. Use these examples as 
references for what each step should investigate. 

Follow these directions step by step for each copy 
and delete any remaining pieces:



1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.

9. 10.


